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Comparison of KMx vs. the Market 
From this benchmark comparison, we see that in the ten modules listed above, KMx outperforms the average LMS solution 100% of 

the time, and may be a leading option for decision makers selecting the software that will best match their business, functional, and 

technical needs. Of course, the decision makers within your team will have assigned specific weights to the standard comparison 

criteria, which are not accounted for here. Buyers are thus reminded that it's necessary to perform an internal assessment in order 

to clearly identify their priorities and to understand how the software will function in their organization. 

It's important to keep in mind the capability report only examines KMx's coverage of various LMS functionalities. It doesn't account 

for any technical, functional, or business priorities that you may have when selecting LMS software. Deciding factors can reflect the 

realities of users' requirements and the needs of stakeholders, or they can include political, financial, or emotional factors. 

Consequently, the benchmark results do not account for all the intricacies of real-world decision process. Decision makers should 

never ignore the impact of subjectivity on the software selection process.  
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Benchmarking KMx Compared to the Standard Model LMS Product on the Market 
Let's look at how the KMSI software compares to the average LMS software system on the market: 

Classroom Training Management 

KMx covers an impressive 98% of Classroom Training Management features. This is exemplary, considering that the software's 

competitors average 68% coverage of attributes for this module, and represents a massive advantage for KMx. 

E-learning Management 

In E-learning Management, KMx covers an astounding 99% of features. This gives KMSI's software a substantial advantage over rival 

solutions, which support an average 74% of attributes for this module. KMx is a viable option in the E-learning Management domain.  

Custom Content Authoring/Publishing Tools 

KMx supports a stunning 98% of Custom Content Authoring/Publishing Tools functions and features. Other LMS systems on the 

market average 72% coverage in this module, meaning the KMSI software package has a vast advantage here. 

Virtual Classrooms 

KMx offers 74% coverage of Virtual Classrooms features and functions. This is decent coverage that nonetheless could be improved 

to get a competitive edge, although it should be noted that it noticeably surpasses its competitors, which average 63% coverage for 

this module. 

Course Content/Learning Object Management 

In this module, KMx supports 97% of the features and functions. This is superb, given that other LMS software systems cover on 

average 55% of Course Content/Learning Object Management functions, and amounts to a very significant advantage for the KMSI 

software. 

Communication and collaboration 

KMx covers 90% of Communication and collaboration attributes. This constitutes a major advantage for the KMSI software package 

since its challengers cover an average 50% of characteristics here. 

Assessments and Evaluations 

In the Assessments and Evaluations module, KMx has excellent coverage, supporting 99% of functionalities. The average support 

offered by other LMS software is 79%. This gives the KMSI software a considerable advantage in Assessments and Evaluations. 

Performance Support 

KMx supports an astounding 100% of Performance Support attributes. With this excellent coverage that outpaces the average 

competitor (74%), the KMSI software has a significant advantage. 

Blended Learning 

KMx covers 98% of the Blended Learning functionalities, which is exemplary given that competing software packages cover, on 

average, 65% of these features and functions. This support creates an immense upper hand for the KMSI software package. 

Competency and Performance Management 

KMx offers great coverage of Competency and Performance Management characteristics if we compare it to the average package 

(93% for the KMSI software vs. 53% for the market average). 

For additional information please visit https://www3.technologyevaluation.com/selection-tools/features-list/48667/kmsi-kmx 
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